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Abstract. From the experimental branching ratios for 
B---~p~ l and D + ~k*~163176 eone finds, in the 
heavy quark limit of HQET, [ Vb, [ =(8.1 ___ 1.7)• 10 -3, 
larger but consistent with the actual quoted range 
(2 -7 )•  10 -3 . In the same framework one predicts for 
R (B~K*?) = (2 + 2) 10-2. 
The study of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [1] sup- 
pressed ecays B - ~p 0 e- fie, interesting in itself for the 
determination of [ Vb, I [2], has been recently related by 
the spin-flavour symmetries of the HQET [3] (in the heavy 
quark limit, HQL) to the rare B-decays [4, 5]. In such a 
way the predictions for the branching ratio of the decay 
B~K*?, which provide a test of the Standard Model [6], 
depend strongly on the value of [Vbu I, for which the 
experimental data about the b--*ue9 e (inclusive and ex- 
clusive) decays give an information depending also from 
the theoretical approach followed to evaluate the corre- 
sponding amplitudes. 
Here we shall reach rather firm conclusions by fol- 
lowing the suggestion of Isgur and Wise of relating the 
involved form factors by flavour symmetry [7]. 
The /~p semileptonic decays are chosen rather than 
the decays with n in the final state, because in this last 
case the upper limit of the invariant mass of the final 
leptons is very near to the B* resonance (which is ex- 
pected equal to mB in the HQL); as a consequence the 
pole of the B* dominates the spectrum in that region so 
that the prediction of HQET fails near to the no-recoil 
point [8]. 
In the first section we review the spectrum B---, Vlvz 
and give the involved form factors. In the second we 
get [ Vbu I by comparing experiment with the theoretical 
predictions. In the third are discussed the rare B decays 
in the HQL. 
The spectrum in the invariant mass q2 of the lepton pair 
for the semileptonic decays of a heavy meson with one 
vector meson in the final state (Hj-~ V~ Ivz) is given by 
e.g. in [9] (neglecting lepton masses): 
dr(Hi-. Vkev~) 
dq z 
- l~  n~-~m ~ /2  ( m Z, m Z, q2 ) 
(m.+ mg) 2 (mH-2 mv_2 q2)2] 
-~ 4m2v 
+ IAz(i~)(q2)12 2(m~,rn~,q 2) 
4 m~(mH+ my) 2 
- A (1 jk) (q2) A~jk) (q2) 2 2 2 (mH, my 'q2) 
2 _mZ_q2) )< (mH 
2m 2 
+ [ W (jk) (q2)12 
where 
2q 2 
- ~ (mL mL q2)~. 
(mH+ my) 2 ) (1) 
2 (x ,y , z )=x2+y2+z2-2(xy+xz+yz) ,  (2) 
q2 = (pH_pv)2. (3) 
The form factors of the weak currents for an initial /~ 
meson are: 
(Vj (e,p+)l(AU)~.lB(p)) 
(e*" _e  *.q 
q2 qU) = (mo + mv) A ~bj) (q 2) \ 
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_ A(2bj)(q2) e*.q ( 
mv+m s P~" +p" 
+ 2mvA(obj)(q2) e *.q qF, -U  ' 
(Vj (e,p+)I (V")ff I/J(p)) 
22) m B -- m V 
q2 qU 
(4) 
bt v p ~ ey 
=2iV(bJ)(q2) evpaP py e , (5) 
ms+my 
and are related, by HQET (leading order), to the corre- 
sponding ones for the process D--* Vlvz if V is a light 
vector meson. 
Isgur and Wise [7] found as a consequence of flavour 
symmetry the relations between the weak form factors 
for/}--*K* and D--*K*, which, for the our parameteri- 
zation, imply: 
A~bj)(qZ)=Cb c \m~+mv/(mD+mv" ] m~ A}Cj)(q~), (6) 
(7) 
A2(bj) (q~) =~_~ ] / /~DI /  \rnB/']3 \{mB+mVq~ ) 
• {Y2 (roD + my) A~ ~j) (@) 
[ Ylq~ 
+A(z~J)(q 2) k rn~m v Y2(mD--mv)] 
-- 2 mvy 2 A(o cj) (q~)l ' 
o ,us,-~-mv- i/ \m, /  ( ~ A(~ 
+ [2 (mB']z-f~o] (mD+rnv)A}~J)(q~) 
\mo/  
I X2 Xl ]A (2C j ) (qg) l '  + (mD--mv) q~ roD+my 
(8) 
m B + m v m]/~_ v(bJ) (qg) = Cb~ ~S_-m- . " ' .  V(~j) (q2), (9) 
where 
q~=(m~v-pv) 2 qZ=(mDV--pv) 2 v2=l ,  
(m~ + m D) (m D - m B) 
Yl - -  Y2 - , 
mD mD (10) 
_ . . ,m 2 m 2 xl=Y2q~+yl(rn2B -m2) x2=Ylq2+Y2t B-- v), 
Cbo-~ (a~(mb) \ ] --6/25 1.1 
\ a,(mc) /
It is worth noticing that the qg values corresponding to
the physical region for q~ are not located in the q2 allowed 
range for D--.'K* semileptonic decays. 
The symmetry breaking corrections to (6)-(9) are pro- 
portional in the full kinematical range to c~  m L/ml-i, where 
es is the coupling constant of QCD and m L is the mass 
of light quark coupled to b by the weak current; for the 
case considered here V=p, my=m,, and therefore we 
may safely neglect hese corrections [10]. 
From the experimental data on the semileptonic 
D+~k~176 decays, within the pole approxi- 
mation for the form factors, the E691 Collaboration [ 11 ] 
found the following values for their residua: 
Ao(C') (0) = 0.71 -t-0.16, A2(C') (0) = 0.00 • 0.22, 
V (c~) (0) = 0.90 _ 0.32, 
1 (11) 
&(")(0)- 
m D + inK* 
• { 2 reX. Ao (~ (0) + (m D -- rnK.) A(S ~) (0)}. 
From S U(3) invariance we may identify the residua for 
D~ *- with ones for D~ weak form factors and 
from (6)-(9) and the values given in (11) one may predict 
the form of the spectrum for 
dF(B~peve) 
dq2 
and the rate 
1 
i v~.12 r(B--~p~215 10 -11GeV.  (12) 
From the measured branching ratio BR(B-- - )p~ 
=(10.3_3.6_2.5)• -4 [12] one obtains (neglecting 
the errors on values of the form factors in (11)) 
l /BR(B-~p~ 
=(8.1 + 1.7)• 10 -3 (13) 
larger but still consistent, within the experimental uncer- 
tainties, with the value found from the experimental in- 
formation on [ Vb,/Vb~l =0.10___0.03 [2, 13] and for the 
value [ Vbc [ = 0.043 +__ 0.003 obtained from the study of 
semileptonic B-decays in the heavy quark limit [14]: 
I Vbu[ =(4.3__+ 1.3)• 10 -3 . (14) 
The spectrum predicted is described in Fig. 1 * 
A high precision prediction about the rate of the rare 
decay B~K*y [16], which is induced at one loop in the 
Standard Model, is very important, since the discrepancy 
* If we ignore the location of B * resonance and calculate the spec- 
trum and the rate of B~ semileptonic decay we obtain a linear 
dependance of dF/dq 2 by the q2. The result is very similar to the 
one obtained by K6rner and Schuler [15] 
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Fig. 1. We report the spectrum predicted for the decay B- 
~P ~ "Yt 
between theory and experiment would be indirect evi- 
dence of new physics. 
By relating B~K*y  to the semi lepton ic /~p decay, 
O'Donnell and Tung [5] obtained for the ratio 
F(B~K*y)  
R (B--+K*y) = 
F(b--+s?) 
m 3 (rng--m~:.) 3 
(m~--m~) 3 m 3 
•189 [F (O)12 § 2} (15) 
the prediction, which differs from the one deduced by 
US ~r 
R(B._.+Kg~y)(dl-.(~p,.~l ) ~-1 
\ dq q2=O/I 
192 z~ 3 1 (m~ - m~.)3 m 3 
-- 62 [Vb.[2 (mZ_m~_ (m2 m2)3 13-12, (16) 
because we invoke SU(3) .a .  symmetry for v(oJ)(O) 
rather than for T1B~vJ(o}~v(b-O(O)/(rn,~+mvj) as 
in [5]. 
Note that ] J - ]  = 1 in the HQL and the corrections 
to the prediction of HQET in relating the form factor in 
(4)-(5) (with j =u  or s) to the one of the matrix element 
(Vj [~j cru~ qVbR[B ) are expected to be small (cf. [5]) and 
we neglect hem. 
In effect the conclusions of the paper of O'Donnell 
and Tung are that the corrections to the assumption that 
K* and p are heavy mesons are negligible (at least to 
relate the form factors of the matrix elements of the weak 
currents and the g~ruv b~ and ~cr~ bR operators respec- 
tively at q2 = 0). The universality of the Isgur-Wise func- 
* I am indebted to Patrick O'Donnell and Humphrey Tung for 
a clarifying communication 
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tion, in principle, allow us to give, without relating the 
ratio R to the spectrum of B---,plvt, the R(B~K*~) in 
terms of the Isgur-Wise function ~ (w 2) extracted, for 
example, by the experimental data on charmed semilep- 
tonic B-decays (cf. for example [14]). In such case the 
following relations hold* 
F~(0)=2F2(0),  
F1 (q2) = (m~ + mK*) ~ (W 2 (q2)). 
2 VmBmK . 
But the value 
(17) 
w2(q2=O)-(P~ PK*) 2 
inK* q2=O 
(m B - -  mK. )  2 
mBmK* (18) 
is too far from the physical range of/}--*D (*) semileptonic 
decays and the predictions depend strongly on the be- 
haviour assumed for ~ (w 2) **. 
A more reliable prediction for the ratio R from (16) 
is obtained by relating the spectra of B~plvz and D~K*  
semileptonic decays. 
Following the hypothesis of Sect. 2 about the residua 
of the involved form factors, SU(2) flavour symmetry 
and (cf. (1)) 
dF(B~plVl)dq 2 q2= 0 
_ G2[ Vbu[ 2 (ms2--m~) 3 
192zc3m 3 4rn~ 
• ](mB+mp)A(lb")(O)--(mB--mp)A2(b")(O)[ 2 (19) 
a21 ul 2 2 2 3 (m. -  mR ) 2 
= 192~3 m~ 9 I Ao (b")(O)] , 
from (16), (8) (or (6) and (7)) and (11) we derive 
R (B--+K*y) 
m 3 (m~-- m~.) 3
= (m~-- rn~) 3 m~ 9 I Ao(b")(0) 12 (20) 
giving (m b = 5 GeV and m, = 0.55 GeV) 
R (B~K*y)  = (35 -F 28) • 10 -2 . (21) 
The central value is very near to the one given in [17] in 
the polar approximation for ~ (w2). The error quoted in 
(21) depends on the large error in the determination of
A2(~') (0). 
* The first relation is more general. For example it is necessary 
to avoid an unphysical pole in q2 = 0 for the h (q2) and g_ (q2) form 
factors introduced in [7] 
** From the data on D~K(K*)l-~ t decays Ali and Mannel [17] 
extracted the values w o = 1.8 and fl = 0.25 respectively for the pole 
and exponential parameterization f r ~ (w 2) 
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Obviously one expects the assumption that K* and p 
are heavy less reliable than HQL for b and c quarks; thus 
the previous result can be modified by taking 3 -  from 
[51: 
e(B K*y)=(35+ 28)• lO -=, 13-1 = 
=((42+_33)•  -2 for 3 -=1.09  
(22) 
( (49+39)•  -2 for ~-=1.18 .  
It is worth recalling that the static limit for b (Yo b = b) 
and S U(2)b c heavy flavour symmetry imply 
C2c m3 (m~-  m~c.) 3
R(B-+K*Y)-(m~_m2s)3 4m4mD 
• (mD+rnl~.)A[CS)(q~) 
(rn2-m~* ) mp_D V(CS)(q2) z 
m D @mK. mB 
= (2 +__ 2). 10-2.  (23) 
The result is substantially equivalent to the one dictated 
by HQL for b, c and s and a wave function model for 
the Isgur-Wise function [18]. 
We derived, in the HQL for b and c, the spectrum 
predicted for B~ p Iv t and, comparing theory and experi- 
ment, we give I V~ul . dF(B+plvl) 
Also relating R(B~K*?) to the  at dq 2 
q2= 0 we obtained the ratio R in terms of A(t b") (0) and 
A2 (b") (0) (or Ao (b"~ (0)), estimated by extrapolation from 
the corresponding form factors for D--*K* semileptonic 
decay. 
We are more confident on the prediction for R coming 
from the static limit for b and SU(2)~c heavy flavour 
symmetry. 
A more precise determination of c--*s weak form fac- 
tors is needed for a more precise evaluation for 
R(B~K*y). 
Acknowledgement. I am indebted to Professor Franco Buccella for 
many enlightening discussions. 
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